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ument and three different areas within a second document.
Notice that Associations can share References and that Ref-
erences can share Data objects.
Other Domains in FOHM
AseachAssociationobjectinFOHMhasastructuretypeand
feature space, it is possible to create many different kinds of
Associations. Just as the Association maps onto Links, it
can also represent a Space, such as a List, Map or Matrix.
References would then be bound to such a structure using
appropriate features such as structural position, colour and
even shape.
The Association object can also represent the collections
within a Taxonomic hypertext. In this case the structure is
always a Set and the relationship type of the Association de-
termines whether it is a Category or Perspective.
APPLYING FOHM TO ONTOLOGICAL INFORMATION
SPACES
We currently have an implementation of FOHM running
across the SoFAR agent framework. In the framework,
FOHM is itself represented as an ontology which is commu-
nicated via the agent infrastructure. The ontology contains a
deﬁnition for each ﬁrst-class FOHM object.
The FOHM Server
The FOHM Server is a utility agent developed in the SoFAR
system. It acts as a persistent storage device, storing FOHM
structures created by other agents and serving them up again
on demand. To make storage explicit, and to separate it from
normal discourse, we deﬁned several storage actions in addi-
tion to the basic FOHM deﬁnitions.
The FOHM Server uses these principles to store information
in memory, with a simple persistence mechanism based on
Java serialisation that preserves the data between different
executions of the Server.
FOHM Links Between Terms and Queries
We showed above how navigational links can be represented
in FOHM. As well as applying navigational links to the tra-
ditional document to document scenarios, we can also apply
these links to the ontological terms themselves, linking from
a term that mightbe obtainedfrom the agentcloud to a query
that would result in more information.
Figure 3 shows a link between the ‘Person’ term and two
queries, ‘HasPhone’ and ‘HasEmail’. This link informs the
querying application that when it obtains a Person term it
may receive extra, relevant information by performing these
two queries. FOHM Associations also contain a description
of the relationship. Thus the link in Figure 3 could have
the description ‘Contact details’, while another structure that
links ‘Person’ with a query on ‘HasPublished’ might have
the description ‘Papers and other publications’.
By changing the links that are served by the FOHM Server,
[src] [dest] [dest]
LINK : "CanBeQueriedBy"
[direction]
Query:
HasEmail
Term:
Person
Query:
HasPhone
Figure 3: A Link from Term to Queries
effectively changing the linkbase, the calling application can
serve up different sets of information and alternative naviga-
ble paths through that information.
THE DYNAMIC CV APPLICATION
We have constructed a prototype application in order to test
our ideasof using hypermediaas a navigationtechniqueover
ontologies. Over the last two years, we have developed a set
of agents that know about our research group’s administra-
tive facts, personnel and range of activities. As we popu-
late our system with more and more agents, we are building
a complete agent-based distributed information management
system reﬂecting our academic environment.
We conceived the idea of a Dynamic CV, allowing a user to
obtain an individual’s dynamically constructed Curriculum
Vitae(hencethenameDynamicCV).Fromthis, otherrelated
information can be accessed, such as publications, research
topics, positioning in the research spectrum of the group etc.
Atypicalnavigationtrailmightstart froman individual’sCV
page. Link following can take them to a list of seminars they
have given, from which a video recording can be viewed,
which in turn may have been annotated with links to relevant
papers or other cross references [13].
The Information Space
Agents exist within the SoFAR framework which provide
access to different types of information about our research
group and the people within it. We describe two of the
agents used in our applications. One agent supports a suite
of ontologieswhich coversinformationfrom our departmen-
tal database (ecsinfo), which lists phone numbers, email ad-
dress etc. for people within the department. Another agent
supports an ontology about publications and uses the depart-
mental publications database as its knowledge repository.
All these agents share common ontology fragments. For ex-
ample,thePersontermcanbeusedtobuildaquerytoﬁndin-
formation about a person’s email address or telephone num-
ber from the ecsinfo agent. Alternatively, it could be used to
establish a person’spublicationsfrom the publicationsagent.